STOP THE AGGRESSION.
FALSE PRESIDENT CLINTON’s
AND NATO’s ARGUMENTATION
We, undersigned, who have never been members of the Communistic Party of Yugoslavia
and/or of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia:
a)
and
b)

STRONGLY DEMAND THE IMMEDIATE INTERRUPTION OF THE
BOMBARDMENT OF PEOPLE OF SERBIA AND SERBIA,
STATE THE FOLLOWING WITH THE FULL RESPONSABILITY:

False President Clinton’s statement:
“Serb forces are now engaged in further attacks on Kosovar civilians”.
Truth:
Serbs have never attacked Albanian innocent people.
The name “Kosovar” did not exist until last months. It was introduced in order to hide the real
nationality that is Albanian.
False President Clinton’s statement:
“Already more than 40,000 Serb security forces are poised in and around Kosovo, with additional
units on the way. These actions are in clear violation of commitments Serbia made last October when
we obtained the cease-fire agreement.”
Truth:
Albanian terrorists organized under the name of “Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA)” were spreading
and enforcing their terroristic actions against Serbs in Kosovo after the agreement.
The regular State defense units are obliged to protect the security and freedom of all the people on
the whole territory of the country.
False President Clinton’s statement:
“ As part of our determined efforts to seek a peaceful solution”.
Truth:
The beautiful ex-(S. F. R.) Yugoslavia was one of the most secure countries, fully pacific and open
to all foreigners.
Occidental politicians supported and forced to speed up the illegitimate separation of several
Yugoslav republics against the Constitution of Yugoslavia and the International Law.
Occidental politicians and NATO have been supporting by all means Albanian aspiration to take
out the South-West part of Serbia (known as Kosovo) from the country.
President Clinton’s statement that “NATO's military plans must continue to move forward” just illustrates
how his politics backed up by other Occidental statesmen and NATO have been further destroying
the peace in Serbia.
False President Clinton’s statement:
“ Our objective in Kosovo remains clear: to stop the killing…”
Truth:
President Clinton’s, the USA Government’s, Occidental leader’s and NATO’s support to
Albanians terrorists in the South-West part of Serbia only were spreading killings of people by
them.

False President Clinton’s statement:
“Our objective in Kosovo remains clear: …… and achieve a durable peace that restores Kosovars to
self-government, the self-government that President Milosevic stripped away from them a decade
ago.”
Truth:
The political, juridical and police autonomy was granted by Josip Broz Tito - the communistic
dictator of Yugoslavia artificially and forcefully to Albanian minority and immigrants in the SouthWest part of Serbia.
This autonomy was reduced by the decisions of the Province Parliament and of the Republic
Parliament according to the Constitution of the S. R. Serbia as a part of secularly recognized
Yugoslavia as the state.
The South-West province of Serbia still has the autonomy and its Senate according to the actual
Constitution of the R. Serbia accepted by the people on the referendum held 1990.
False President Clinton’s statement:
“Serbia's mounting aggression must be stopped”.

Truth:
Serbia cannot exhibit a mounting aggression against itself. Serbia has not attacked any people, any
country.
False President Clinton’s statement:
“Since the adjournment of the peace talks in Paris less than a week ago, an estimated 30,000 more Kosovars
have fled their homes. The number now exceeds more than a quarter of a million people, one out of every eight
people in Kosovo.”

Truth:
Because of the tragedy in Yugoslavia and the Yugoslav rather than Serbian State power over
Serbia, hundred of thousands of Serbian people have been emigrating from Serbia. For the first
time in Serbian history such a mass emigration from Serbia has appeared.
Albanians civilians were fleeing their homes by knowing the plan of their terrorists backed up by
President Clinton, the USA Government, Occidental Governments and NATO to take out forcefully
the South-West part of Serbia from Serbia.
Huge Albanian refugee tide from Kosovo coincides with the ongoing NATO military assault, and
not with the "ten years of oppressive rule". NATO actions are creating the refugee tide.
False President Clinton’s statement:
“ Seeking to end this tragedy in Kosovo and finding a peaceful solution is the right thing to do. It is
also the smart thing to do, very much in our national interests, if we are to leave a stable, peaceful and
democratic Europe to our children. We have learned a lot of lessons in the last 50 years. One of them
surely is that we have a stake in European freedom and security and stability. I hope that can be
achieved by peaceful means.”
Truth:
The bombardment of civil people of Serbia, poising the lake of drinking water for the city of
Kraguyevatz whose all children from a primary school together with the Director (who refused to
separate from them) were killed by Hitler’s Nazi in the Second World War, the damage of the
drinking water supply system of Belgrade, the country capital and of the neighboring chemical
factories by poisoning the air in the whole area illustrate that neither President Clinton nor the
USA Government, Occidental Governments and NATO have been seriously and patently engaged in
finding peaceful solution.
Moreover, they decided to ignore the constitution of R. Serbia and of the recent (1998) referendum
in Serbia not to accept foreign engagement in resolving internal political crisis and they took the
right to dictate to people of Serbia to accept under the ultimatum of the bombardment the SouthWest part of Serbia to be taken out of Serbia in order to be granted to Albanians who promised to
accept there the NATO troops. Their attitude represents the flagrant violation of:

°

Article 52 of Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties forbids coercion and force to compel
any state to sign a treaty or agreement. The principal problem regarding this aspect is that
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties is the basic cornerstone upon which all International
law and convention is based. It gives the rules for all subsequent treaties. If we breach and
invalidate this one, the rest is gone. Not only minor agreements with some far away countries,
but the UN Charter, START, SALT,...

False NATO statement:
“NATO acts under the UN Security Council Resolution 1199 (adopted by the Security Council at its 3930th
meeting on 23 September 1998), and does not need further authorization.”

Truth:
The Resolution states that UN Security Council:
"16. Decides, should the concrete measures demanded in this resolution and resolution 1160
(1998) not be taken, to consider further action and additional measures to maintain or restore
peace and stability in the region;",
with accents on "UN Security Council" and not "NATO", and "to consider" and not "to act".
NATO doesn't have the authorization, explicit or implicit.
Do not forget that the House of the Representatives of the United States of America concluded that
Mr. William Clinton lied under the oath in the Court during his U. S. A. Presidential term!
Doubtless, he did it conscientiously.
March 30, 1999.
Signed via e-mail or personally by:
1

Dr Lyubomir T. GRUYITCH, University Professor, France.
(He was an independent candidate for the President of Serbia 1990)
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Mr. Dragan RAKIC, France.
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Mr. Miodrag DORDEVIC, France
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Mr. Lazar DJORDJEVIC, U. S. A.

